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Real wood is one of nature's most beautiful gifts. Nothing creates 
a natural atmosphere in your home so quickly and easily, while 
standing the test of time in terms of quality and durability. With 
our moderna parquet flooring, we have gone one important step 
further! As well as the perfect aesthetic and incomparable natural 

quality, our parquet flooring collection offers an extra portion of 
technical know-how. The high-quality product structure with a 
sturdy, highly compressed HDF middle layer sets moderna parquet 
flooring apart: extremely indent-resistant, extremely quiet and 
extremely sustainable!

Natural parquet flooring 
– with added know-how!

Warranty for private use

Fine wood wear layer
Made of 2.5-mm fine wood

Backing
Made of Nordic 
spruce veneer for 
optimal strength

Core layer
Special glued HDF middle layer for 
easy laying, high dimensional stability 
and increased indent resistance.

Conventional parquet flooring with spruce 
core (3.6-mm oak covering layer)

moderna parquet flooring 
with HDF middle layer
(2.5-mm oak covering layer)

The highly compressed wood fibre core stabilises the surface 
and makes it largely indent resistant. The press-in behaviour 
of the flooring under mechanical pressure is many times 
better than parquet flooring with a conventional spruce core: 

Thanks to the HDF middle layer, moderna parquet flooring has 
an approx. 50% higher net weight than conventional parquet 
flooring. Greater mass means less vibration, resulting in  
improved room acoustics!

Thanks to the perfect combination of the 2.5-mm real wood
wear layer and the special HDF middle layer, only a tenth of the 
valuable raw material is used in the manufacture of moderna 
parquet flooring compared with a solid wood floor.

Vacuuming, sweeping or wiping with a damp cloth and a  
suitable cleaning product is all that is needed for regular  
maintenance.  

moderna parquet flooring is quick, safe and easy to lay. The 
innovative fold-down system ensures easy installation, a  
precision fit and permanently tight joints.

|  approx. 50% high-
er net weight

|  HDF middle layer  
(approx. 890 kg | m3)

|  Spruce core layer  
(approx. 540 kg | m3)

QUIET

SUSTAINABILITY

EASY TO LAY

EASY MAINTENANCE

INDENT-RESISTANT
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Hard wax oil finish
Natural oils and waxes deeply penetrate the wood and form a protective, breathable coating. This type of 
finish accentuates the grain and structure of the wood, has a moisture-regulating effect and ensures a 
healthy room climate.

Sealing lacquer
7-fold sealing with formaldehyde-free, viscoplastic, UV-hardened acrylic lacquer. This lacquer is ecologically
non-harmful, and extremely durable and easy to care for, thanks to its special composition.



Oak | harmonious | lacquered



Caramel oak | rustic | brushed | hard wax oil finish 
15191220925

Oak | rustic | brushed | hard wax oil finish
15191220926

Caramel oak | rustic | brushed | matt lacquered
15191220927

Oak | rustic | brushed | matt lacquered
15191220928

The natural yet elegant aesthetic and impressive 2.20-metre length of 
moderna deluxe country house planks is ideal for use in larger rooms. 
The elegant longitudinal joint makes the planks appear almost infinite. 
The planks come in four high-quality oak variants with a natural hard 
wax oil finish or a subtle matt lacquer. 

moderna deluxe 
Elegant country house planks 

TECHNICAL DATA

Thickness: 13 mm

Format: 2200 x 180 mm

Package contents: 4 pcs. = (1.584 m²/pack)

Warranty: 25 years in private residential use

Underfloor heating: compatible

Connection system: Masterclic Plus

Surface optics: country house plank 

Oak | rustic | brushed | hard wax oil finish



Oak | harmonious | lacquered
15192240930

Beech | harmonious | lacquered
15192240931

Caramel oak | lively | lacquered
15192240932

Oak | lively | brushed | lacquered
15192240933

moderna select  
Versatile 3-strip flooring 

Add variety to your floor: modern parquet flooring in a 3-strip 
aesthetic can create a varied look in smaller rooms. The joint-
less design combined with the high-quality lacquer results in 

a floor that is both uniform and low-maintenance! Available  
surfaces range from classic oak in three different colours to 
beech in a harmonious grading. 

TECHNICAL DATA

Thickness: 13 mm

Format: 2400 x 200 mm

Package contents: 4 pcs. = (1.920 m²/pack)

Warranty: 25 years in private residential use

Underfloor heating: compatible

Connection system: Masterclic Plus

Surface optics: 3-strip flooring 

Caramel oak | lively | lacquered



© 2021 by Moderna GmbH & Co. KG
Variations in colour and structure are possible due to  
printing conditions. We reserve the right to make changes.  
No responsibility is assumed for errors. 
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Phone: +49 2952 4170-330
Fax: +49 2952 816-95-330
info@moderna.de | www.moderna.de

EN

With our products, you can rest assured that everything fits together. 
As accessories for moderna parquet flooring, we recommend: 

moderna 
Perfectfloor Eco

Veneer skirting board
FSL 60

TECHNICAL DATA

Thickness: 1.8 mm

Format: 1 x 8.5 m

Contents: 8.5 m2

The perfect underlay for your moderna parquet flooring!

+ Outstanding walking and footstep noise reduction

+  A very heavy and high-quality material ensures
   durability and extreme resistance 

+  The underlay's elastic recovery properties 
   guarantee permanent elasticity and a high
   load-bearing capacity

+ Manufacture from natural raw materials

+ 100% recyclable and emissions-tested
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moderna
Accessories

For the perfect connection to the wall 
with real wood veneer

- 18 dB- 23% 220 kPa 0.01 m2/KW SD > 75 m
www.blauer-engel.de/uz156
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